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Abstract: Earthquake is one of the dominant triggering factors of landslides. Given the wide
areas covered by mega earthquake-triggered landslides, their inventory requires development
of automatic or semi-automatic methods applied to satellite imagery. A detection method is
here proposed for this purpose, to fit with simple datasets; SPOT5 panchromatic images
of 5 m resolution coupled with a freely and globally available DEM. The method takes
advantage of multi-temporal images to detect changes based on radiometric variations after
precise coregistration/orthorectification. Removal of false alarms is then undertaken using
shape, orientation and radiometric properties of connected pixels defining objects. 80% of
the landslides and 93% of the landslide area are detected indicating small omission errors but
50% of false alarms remain. They are removed using expert based analysis of the inventory.
The method is applied to realize the first comprehensive inventory of landslides triggered
by the Pisco earthquake (Peru, 15/08/2007, Mw 8.0) over an area of 27,000 km2. 866
landslides larger than 100 m2 are detected covering a total area of 1.29 km2. The area/number
distribution follows a power-law with an exponent of 1.63, showing a very particular regime
of triggering in this arid environment compared to other areas in the world. This specific
triggering can be explained by the little soil cover in the coastal and forearc regions of Peru.
Analysis of this database finally shows a major control of the topography (both orientation
and inclination) on the repartition of the Pisco-triggered landslides.
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1. Introduction

Earthquake is one of the main triggering factors of landslide [1] and the most damaging trigger
of landslides in terms of social cost. As an example, more than 60% of casualties in landslides
are encountered in earthquake-triggered landslides over the 2004–2010 period [2]. In this context,
understanding and quantifying the susceptibility of slopes to landslide is of major interest.

Triggering of landslides by earthquakes is a complex problem as it encompasses two main
domains: seismology and landslide mechanics. The later includes several fields such as rock
mechanics, geomorphology, hydrology and hydrogeology. Numerous factors, related both to the
earthquake and to the settings in which the seismic waves propagate, drive the number, size and
type of landslides. From the study of landslide inventories, it emerges that the triggering of
landslides by earthquake is controlled by two main class of parameters: (i) the earthquake source
properties (magnitude, duration, fault rupture dynamics) (e.g., [1,3–5]); (ii) the site properties
(geology, topography, geometry, water content) (e.g., [6–9]). The source magnitude controls the
area affected by landslides [1] relating the ground motion decay with distance to the epicenter or
to the fault plane (e.g., [3]). However this generic law is affected by different factors: (1) a
significant over-abundance of landslides in the hanging walls of ruptured thrust faults relative to the
footwalls rate are reported (e.g., [4,5]), showing the effect of the dynamics of the fault rupture on the
landslide distribution; (2) the greater erosion rate due to precipitations observed after the
earthquake [8,10] shows that earthquakes are found to interact non-linearly with precipitations;
(3) the site effect, or amplification of the seismic waves due to shear-wave velocity contrast between
the landslide material and the stable material [11,12] or topographical particularities like ridges [9]. This
topographic control on co-seismic landslides has also been pointed out through different parameters:
convexity [7], slopes, proximity from ridges and crests [6,9].

The effects of all the parameters listed above are fairly well known qualitatively but not quantitatively
due to the very few number of cases studied. Indeed, because of the tedious work of detection, the
studies of earthquake-triggered landslides have been based on approximately 40 coseismic landslide
inventories worldwide [3,13], sampling only few different situations of magnitude, focal mechanism,
climatic settings and land-surfaces. All these results emphasize the need for the generation of new
datasets in order to draw robust conclusions on co-seismic landslides. Landslide inventories are, most
of the time, based on field inventories and/or visual analysis of aerial or satellite images. These
methods often lead to incomplete or biased inventories, due to subjectivity of the operator [5,14].
Therefore, automatic or semi-automatic detection methods have been developed in the past years
(e.g., [15–23]). These methods are either based on the supervised or unsupervised classification of
one satellite image (e.g., [18,24]), or on the detection of new landslides in a pair of images acquired at
different dates [20,21]. Detection is either based on the comparison of individual pixels or on the analysis
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of objects extracted from the images. The interest of object-oriented methods is to enable analysis of the
object shape or texture that often characterizes the landslides compared with other objects [19]. For a
review of the landslide detection methods, see Guzzetti et al. [25].

Accuracy of the methods is generally reported using both the detection error (omission = real
landslides that were not detected) and the false alarm rate (commission = “landslides” that were detected
but did not exist). Unsupervised methods display errors of commission and omission of 56% and 24%
respectively [18,19]. Supervised methods use training data to estimate the parameters of the image
segmentation in object oriented algorithms. It allows to increase this accuracy with errors of commission
between 12% and 27%, similar to omission errors [20,21,23]. These 3 latter methods showing better
accuracy used Very High Resolution (VHR, ≤1 m) sensors, whose past archives have small coverage on
the globe. It therefore restrains the use of such datasets to very specific regions.

The detection has been tested with different types of sensors. Multi-spectral optical images are
particularly well suited for object-oriented analysis [16,19]. Moreover, the use of Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) coming from Landsat TM, SPOT or Quickbird images is of high interest to
detect changes of vegetation and thus landslide in areas covered by vegetation. The high precision of
Lidar (e.g., [26]) allows the detection of specific textures characterizing landslides, but the Lidar datasets
do not cover extensive areas. On the contrary, radar images present the advantages of a good spatial and
temporal coverage even in cloudy regions. In particular, polarimetric radar has been used to detect
new landslides [27,28], taking advantages of different scattering properties on the bare soil and forested
ones. On bare soil area, the InSAR images also allows detection of slow moving landslides [29,30].
The drawbacks of radar images are (1) the presence of shadows or blind areas on the image that
prevent monitoring specific slopes, and (2) their medium resolutions not adapted to detect landslides
of small sizes, which are the most common [31]. The recent launch of DLR TerrarSar-X and Tandem-X
missions (among others) improves the availablity of high resolution radar images, even if past archives
are still limited. Most recent methods use VHR data, either Quickbird (0.6 m) or Ikonos data (0.4 m)
(e.g., [21,23]). The compensation of such very high resolution instruments is that their images cover
only a limited area. Most studies have therefore been performed at a basin scale (typically 50 km2) for
rain-induced landslide inventories (e.g., [20]). In case of co-seismic landslides, the distance affected
by landslides can be as much as 10 times the fault length for small earthquakes (Mw < 5) and 3 to 5
times the fault length for larger earthquakes [32]. That is, for an Mw 8.0 earthquake, landslides can be
triggered up to 600 km away from the source. These large distances require imagery acquired with wide
swath that only high to medium resolution satellite can provide.

Moreover, for reduced areas, the detection can benefit from fine Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
acquired by lidar or derived from a couple of optical images (e.g., [19]). However, for larger areas, fine
DEM (typical resolution of 10 m) is generally not available and/or pricing can be high. In these cases,
the 90-m posting SRTM or 30-m posting ASTER GDEM datasets are free alternatives.

Finally, in most cases (especially when revisiting historical events), panchromatic images are the only
optical dataset available. Landslide detection using panchromatic images [15,17,33,34] is less accurate
than using multi-spectral images. The use of panchromatic images solely makes it difficult to identify
clearly the spectral signature of landslides compared with other objects [34]. Moreover, all the proposed
methods have been used on vegetated regions. In arid environment such as the coast of Peru, landslides
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occur on bare soil. Therefore, changes in texture are small and object detection based on texture analysis
is of low efficiency. For example, Nichol and Wong [35] showed that a pixel-based method alone does
not enable to detect landslides occurring on bare soil on SPOT images.

Therefore, in this study we adapt a pixel-based detection method to be working with (1) medium
resolution (30 m) DEM, (2) panchromatic satellite images of high to medium resolutions, and (3) non-
vegetated areas. We use 5 m SPOT panchromatic satellite images to cover extensive areas. We apply this
method to pairs of co-seismic images, surrounding the Pisco earthquake (Mw 8.0, Peru, 15 August 2007)
over an area of 27,000 km2, where a field inventory (Figure 1) has been realized in the months following
the earthquake [36]. Using visual interpretation of satellite images, we show that the field inventory is
not consistent with the satellite inventory and thus cannot be used to validate our method. The method is
thus validated using a comparison with an expert-based inventory realized on two subsets of the satellite
images. A first analysis of the topographical characteristics of the database is finally proposed.

Figure 1. Summary of the SPOT5 image pairs used in this study: (a) temporal baseline
and (b) corresponding images coverage. The 1 m contour of slip distribution on the fault
during the Pisco earthquake (orange line) is extracted from Sladen et al. [37]. The white dots
represent the landslides identified with the field inventory [36].
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2. Data

2.1. Study Area

The Pisco earthquake (Mw 8.0) struck the coast of Peru on 15 August 2007 (Figure 1). The epicenter
was 18 km deep and ruptured the megathrust along the subduction zone of Nazca and southern American
plates [38]. It broke a fault segment of 170 km, parallel to the coast, composed of 2 main asperities [37].
The analysis of the accelerogram registered in a radius of 200 km showed the complexity of
this rupture [39].
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This earthquake triggered landslides, 134 of which were detected during a field survey following the
remaining accessible roads, the days after the earthquake [36]. This inventory is mostly composed by
rockfalls. Rockfalls mainly occurred along roads that run at the foot-cut slope and were thus easily
detected during the field work [36]. The resulting number-volume statistics do not exhibit a classical
linear relation as plotted in log-log coordinates [31], showing that this inventory is certainly incomplete.
Moreover, the total number of landslides reported in this inventory is far out of classical values for Mw
8.0 earthquake. Indeed Keefer [3] reported average number of landslides being on the order of 105 for an
Mw 8.0 earthquake. A more complete inventory is therefore needed for better analysis and quantification
of the triggering factors of these co-seismic landslides.

2.2. Satellite Images

For this study, we chose to use SPOT5 images, which are a good compromise between the spatial
resolution (2.5 to 5 m pixel size) and the area covered (each scene is 60 × 60 km2). Moreover, the
data programming since 2002 enables a collection of archive images of high interest for studying past
co-seismic landslides.

The method developed in the following is based on the processing of image pairs before/after a
particular event. Pairs of images have been chosen optimizing 3 criterions: (1) small B/H values, where B
is the baseline between the optical center of the two images and H is the altitude of the satellite; (2) small
cloud coverage; and (3) shortest temporal baseline. The first criterion is key for the orthorectification
of the two images since it shows how DEM errors propagate in the difference of coregistration of the 2
images [40]. The last criterion is not a limiting factor for the Pisco case because the arid climate prevents
the vegetation from changing rapidly. The areas covered by the images have been chosen to encompass
most of the areas visited by the field survey after the earthquake.

Table 1. SPOT5 images index table.

Pair # Pre-Event Date Post-Event Date B/H Mean Incidence Angle

1 2005/04/04 2008/03/05 0.0307 2.6 ◦

2008/03/05 2010/04/24 0.0076 2.2◦

2 2005/11/24 2009/07/12 0.0094 2.3◦

2009/07/12 2010/04/24 0.0128 2.1◦

3 2003/10/27 2008/08/29 0.0063 2.5◦

4 2005/05/26 2011/05/19 0.0021 2◦

5 2003/06/19 2007/10/22 0.0248 6.5◦

6 2004/04/20 2008/05/06 0.1578 24.3◦

7 2005/05/26 2011/05/19 0.0021 2◦

8 2007/07/26 2011/05/30 0.0014 22◦

Using these criteria, 8 pairs of images have been chosen and 2 of them acquired twice after the
earthquake (Figure 1 and Table 1). Characteristics of the images are shown in Table 1. The total
area covered by the image pairs is 27,000 km2, imaging 75% of the landslides detected by the field
survey. Time separations between images of a pair are ranging from 3 to 6 years, which is short
compared with the rate of growth of vegetation in this area. Moreover, triggering by other earthquakes
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is excluded in this time-lapse, even if numerous aftershocks were recorded with magnitude below
Ml 6.1 Sladen et al. [37]. Indeed, these aftershocks are clustered updip of the hypocenter and south
of the Paracas Peninsula, at least 60 km far from the main area of landslide (Figure 1). This distance
excludes systematic landslide triggering by magnitude 5–6 earthquakes [3].

3. Methodology

The proposed landslide detection method follows a classical scheme: (1) precise image
orthorectification; (2) change detection; (3) removal of false alarms. The change detection is adapted
from a classical pixel-based method using the comparison of multi-temporal images. New developments
from our study focus on the removal of false alarms adapted to the dataset used here.

3.1. Orthorectification

Orthorectification of SPOT5 imagery is performed using the Cosi-Corr software [41]. Each
pre-earthquake image is first orthorectified using Ground Control Points (GCP) taken on the shaded
DEM. GCPs are mostly located at the crossing between steep valleys or at the summit of the mountains.
Around 30 GCPs are chosen for each image orthorectification. The ASTER Global DEM (GDEM-v2) is
used, with a spatial posting of 1 arc-second (approximately 30 m in our area) and altitude errors (ϵGDEM )
between ±7 and ±15 m [42]. Then, the post-earthquake image is orthorectified on the same grid as
the pre-earthquake one, using GCPs based on the picking of recognizable features (mostly man-made
structures) on both images. The GCPs are first picked manually before running the Cosi-Corr automatic
optimization in order to improve the quality of the co-registration [41].

The B/H values range between 0.0014 and 0.0307, except for pair #7 that exhibits a B/H value of
0.1578 (Table 1). Formal errors of coregistration ϵco using the ASTER GDEM-v2 data are given by
ϵco = ϵGDEM · B/H , which is between 2 and 46 cm except for pair #7 that can present errors up to
2.4 m. All these values are however much less than 1 pixel of the SPOT images (5 m in our case). The
precision of this process is key as coregistration default could cause false change detection. A good
coregistration is also key to detect landslides of small sizes. For consistency between all the pairs of
image available, the resolution is set to 5 m for all images.

3.2. Clouds Detection

Clouds are first detected in order to remove these areas from the following analysis. First, we calculate
3 types of radiometric indicators over windows W of 50 × 50 m size, i.e., the mean µ and standard
deviation σ of radiometric values for each image, and the coefficients of correlation C between the pre
and post-images:

C =
cov(Wpre,Wpost)

σWpre .σWpost

(1)

where cov is the covariance between the two windows selected. The clouds are detected by selecting
the area of weak correlation (C ≤ 0.1), where either the pre- or post- image displays very high (µ is
greater than 95% of the maximum histogram value) and homogeneous (σ below 5 pixels) radiometric
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values inside the 50 m × 50 m window. This initial area is then iteratively expanded to connected
50 m × 50 m areas that display C below 0.8 and µ greater than 50% of the maximum histogram value.
These numbers have been chosen after a process of trial and errors on one image from the pair #1. It
allows to detect 96% of the total cloud area, as estimated by a comparison with a manual identification
of the clouds on one image. Only small clouds (of less than 50 m size) or the borders of the big clouds
are not well detected and are thus removed manually at the end of the whole process.

3.3. Change Detection

In panchromatic images, new areas of landslides are found to exhibit higher brightness values
(e.g., [34]). Therefore, we apply a classical image differencing technique [43] to detect the changes
between the two multi-temporal images. This technique consists in normalizing the two images impre

and impost (Equations (2) and (3)) to differentiate them (Equation (4)) and then selecting the pixels
exhibiting large variations. We independently normalize each image since we noticed that very few
pixels change their radiometry in between the 2 acquisitions. Indeed, the landscape is dominated by
rocky mountains where the vegetation cover does not change rapidly. Also, the viewing angles of the 2
acquisitions are very close (less than 1◦ for all pairs, except for pair #6 that exhibits difference of angles
of 7◦) and all images experienced little change in solar incidence due to the low latitudes of the studied
area. The normalized images are thus expressed through (Figure 2(a)):

im′
pre = (impre − µpre)/σpre (2)

im′
post = (impost − µpost)/σpost (3)

The difference image is expressed through (Figure 2(b)):

diff = im′
post − im′

pre (4)

where µpre and µpost refer to mean values of pre- and post-images, and σpre, σpost to their standard
deviations. In the difference image, the new landslides exhibit large positive pixel values. We therefore
select the pixels above a threshold T . This threshold can be defined through different methods [33]. Due
to the Gaussian shape of the difference image (Figure 2(b)), we define the threshold as an affine function
of the standard deviation of the difference image diff (noted σd hereafter):

T = A.σd (5)

where A is a parameter of the method.

3.4. False Alarms Removal

This thresholding method applied to our images leads to many false alarms, which can be classified
in 3 classes: (1) river bed variations inside deep valleys; (2) anthropogenic changes of several types
such as villages growth, new roads on slopes, agricultural fields on valleys and valley sides close to
villages; (3) variations of solar reflections. These false alarms are usually removed using a combination
of multispectral information, texture, shape and precise topography (e.g., [19,21]). However, in our
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case not all of these information are available. The proposed methodology therefore mostly focuses
on the development of methods for removing false alarms, adapted to the available datasets (SPOT5
panchromatic images of 5 m resolution, GDEM-v2, non-vegetated area).

Figure 2. (a) Diagram showing the radiometry of each pixel for the pre- and post-event
images (black points). The color lines represent the iso-level of pixel density. We notice
that most pixels are situated along the line x = y. This shows that most pixels have similar
radiometric values in the pre- and post-image. (b) Histogram of the difference image once
the images have been normalized.
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3.4.1. Objects Definition

The connected pixels detected by the threshold analysis are first gathered. This step leads to the
definition of objects, with typical radiometry, slopes, and shape characteristics. We first eliminate objects
containing less than 4 pixels. We then compute mean mo and standard deviation σo of the radiometry
for each object o. Then the slope inclination β(x, y) and aspect θ(x, y) (orientation of the slope) at each
point of the DEM (H(x, y)) are calculated. The slope of an object βo is defined as the median of the
series of β(x, y) obtained for all the pixels of each object. Slope aspect of an object θo is defined by
the median of the series of θ(x, y) for all the pixels of each object. We also compute the main direction
of each object Do through a linear regression between the North and East coordinates of the pixels of
each object. We can notice that for an object aligned in the main slope direction, Do and θo will be
very similar.

We finally compute the correlation coefficient C(x, y) between the pre- and post-images (See
Equation (1)) over windows of parametrized size w, at each point (x,y) separated by S = w/2. We
thus define the correlation Co of an object as the mean correlation of its pixels. The separation between
the landslides and other objects is done in the following using these different characteristics.
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3.4.2. Change Detection at Large Scales

To detect the changes at large scales, we use the fact that the correlation between two images
displaying large changes is low (e.g., [44]). As an example, the correlation C(x, y) is shown for a
subset of an image where changes occur (Figure 3(a)). These changes are mostly due to anthropogenic
factors during the time lapse between the image acquisitions (Figure 3). We notice that anthropogenic
changes mostly occur in or near villages, due to the grouping of the housings and agricultural fields.
New roads are treated separately in the Section 3.4.4. Peruvian villages are either settled inside valleys
or on the flattest area of the mountains with expansion of the agricultural fields on its flanks. Therefore,
villages can be detected by first identifying the flattest area where changes occur and then expanding the
area to connected steeper zones where the correlation displays also similar values.

Therefore the detection can be summarized in 3 steps:

1 We select all the objects with βo below a slope value α (Figure 3(b)). Each object has a
correlation Co.

2 For one of this object, we search its connected points (distant by less than w pixels) having a
correlation lower or equal to Co (Figure 3(c)).

3 Step 2 is iterated until no connected points display values lower than or equal to Co.

The window size w is a parameter of our method whose range must be defined in relation with the
expected maximum size of the landslides to avoid their removals. For our study, we identified visually
the largest landslides and defined the maximum value of w at 128 pixels, i.e., 640 m.

Figure 3. Different steps of the detection of large scale changes. First, the image of
correlation C(x, y) is calculated (a). We note that low correlation corresponds to area with
a high density of changes (black points). (b) Then, the objects situated on low slopes are
detected (red points). (c) The area is finally expanded to connected points with similar
or lower correlation than the objects detected in step (b). The remaining blue points are
candidates for being landslides.
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Other changes at large scales can occur, notably large variations of illuminations. We detect these
false alarms by selecting objects that displays Co lower than 0.7. This fairly conservative threshold value
has been chosen after a process of trial and error to avoid removing objects that could be landslides.
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3.4.3. River Bed Variation

The changes in river bed due to sediment transports or river level variations also cause false alarms.
Some of these changes, mostly the ones occurring on slopes lower than α, are detected by the previous
process (Section 3.4.2). However, some of the rivers flow in steeper valleys. Moreover, because of the
low resolution of our DEM, the low slopes are only partly well defined. Therefore, we also identify
the narrow valleys by detecting the zero crossings of the smoothed DEM partial derivatives in both
directions. The DEM is smoothed using a Gaussian filter G(x, y; σ) of σ = 2 pixels in order to detect the
main valleys with better robustness. The partial derivatives of the topography are then calculated using
the convolution of H(x, y) and the gradient of G:

I⃗ = ∇⃗H(x, y) ∗ G(x, y; σ) = H(x, y)∇⃗G(x, y, σ) (6)

A valley is detected by a negative change of the sign of the angle of I⃗ . A positive change indicates
that this point is situated on a crest. An illustration of the valley detection is given in Figure 4. We note
that due to the low resolution of the DEM, a misfit can exist between the detected valleys and the real
valleys. Therefore, an object is considered inside the valley when its distance to the detected valley is
lower than a certain value V . V is chosen depending on the DEM resolution (here 30 m) and the standard
deviation σ of the Gaussian function used to filter the DEM (here σ = 2 pixels). We define V as V = 30,
σ = 60 m in our case.

Figure 4. Valleys detected by the automatic procedure (red points). Objects identified as
inside these valleys are removed (yellow points). Remaining blue points are candidates for
being landslides.
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We also note that small thalwegs/valleys are not detected by this method, due to the low resolution
of the DEM combined with the Gaussian filter applied on the DEM (Section 3.4.1). Detecting small
thalwegs was not a main objective of the valley detection because many landslides can flow inside and
objects situated inside small thalwegs must therefore not be removed.
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3.4.4. Road Detection

A number of false alarms arise from roads on the slopes either because of new roads that exhibit
higher radiometry or because of changes of lighting. The sinuous roads in the mountain exhibit a large
variability of radiometry. Therefore in our analysis, the same road is often detected in many small objects
(Figure 5). We detect the roads based on their aspect, as roads have rarely slopes greater than 10% and
are therefore perpendicular to the main slope direction. The object direction Do is compared with the
mean direction of the perpendicular to the local slope Ds. The objects that exhibit |Do − Ds| < B are
removed. B is a parameter of the model with possible value between 0◦ and 90◦.

Figure 5. Results of the automatic classification for one subset image (area A2) where an
expert based inventory has been realized.
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A function is first developed to detect anthropogenic changes and changes of solar reflections that
affect large scales (Section 3.4.2). Other functions are also developed to remove the main false alarms
of smaller scales: roads and river bed variation in steep and narrow valleys.

4. Validation

4.1. Comparison with the Field Inventory

We first compared the results of the detection with the field inventory by checking if the landslides
identified on the field are detected by the automatic method. Out of 134 landslides inventoried in the
field, 101 are situated on the image footprints and only 5 (5% of the landslides covered by the images)
are detected by the automatic procedure. This low score can be explained by various factors:

1. The field inventory is dominated by landslides of small size. Among the landslides from the field
inventory covered by the images, 79% are less than 66 m3. Assuming a relation area versus volume
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of V = 0.146A1.33 [45], we infer a size of 100 m2, or 4 pixels of a SPOT5 image. This means they
are removed by our method during the step of object definition (Section 3.4).

2. The field inventory is also constituted by many rockfalls (45% of the database), which are difficult
to see on satellite images taken at vertical angle

3. Most of the mass movements detected by the field inventory occurred on the road [36], which were
already cleaned at the time of the satellite acquisitions (at least 2 months after the earthquake, see
Table 1). These deposits therefore cannot be detected on the satellite images. One exception is
a small landslide scar (100 m2) detected in the SPOT5 images, which furthermore matches the
location of a mass movement detected on the field.

4. There are uncertainties on the field inventory where no testimony exists, i.e., in arid regions the
growth of vegetation is slow, and it is therefore difficult to really give a date to the observed
landslides.

Figure 6 is an example of the difficult interpretation of the field work. Indeed, this image presents
2 different landslides distant by only 600 m. The first one has been detected by the field inventory, but
the multi-temporal images show that it occurred between 19 June 2003 and 26 July 2007, before the
15 August 2007 earthquake. The other one has not been detected by the field inventory because the local
relief prevents to see it well from the road. Similarly, many remote landslides cannot be detected by the
field inventory, which has been realized by following the roads in the main valleys.

Figure 6. Image subsets over the same area (of 1.2 × 1.4 km2) at different dates surrounding
the Pisco earthquake. The red contours correspond to the 2 new landslides detected by the
automatic procedure described in this paper: one occurring between 26 May 2005 and 26
July 2007 (middle image), and the largest one occurring between 26 July 2007 and 30 May
2011 (right image). The yellow point corresponds to a 150 m3 landslide assumed to be
triggered by the earthquake in the field inventory (13.17◦S 75.64◦W), which fits well with
the first landslide detected by the automatic method but before the earthquake.
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This comparison shows that the two inventories are not imaging the same types of landslides. The field
inventory detects mostly the collapses on or very close to the road, with a better detection of rockfalls
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and mass movements of small volumes than with satellite images. The remote-sensing inventory detects
the larger mass movements outside of the roads.

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis

For a better quantification of the method efficiency, we select 2 specific areas of 11 × 9 km2 (Area
A1) and 10 × 6 km2 (Area A2), which encompass both areas of valleys and mountains. Those two
sub-regions have topographic characteristics that are similar to our whole study region, with slope
distribution showing a mean value of 35◦/40◦ and maximum slope of 65◦. An exhaustive inventory
of landslides is realized by a visual comparison of the pre- and post-images for the two areas.
Respectively 174 and 45 landslides are identified for A1 and A2, corresponding to areas of 64,250 m2 and
24,875 m2 respectively.

We test the performance of the automatic detection method on the test areas and calculate the resulting
errors of omission (landslides not detected) Eo,i and commission (false alarms) Ec,i relative either to the
area (i = a) or to the numbers of landslides (i = n) (e.g., [46]) :

Eo,i = 1 − itrue

itotal

(7)

Ec,i = 1 − ifalse

ichanges

(8)

where itrue corresponds to the area or numbers of actual landslides well detected by the method, ifalse

corresponds to the area or numbers of changes detected by the method but are not landslides, itotal is the
total number or area of actual landslides, ichanges is the total number or area of changes detected.

The automatic detection and the resulting errors of omission/commission are computed for the set
of parameters defined in Table 2. The results show the strong sensitivity to the minimum angle of the
landslide slope α and to a lesser extent the radiometric threshold value A chosen (Figure 7). In particular
we see that α greater than 15◦ implies a great increase in the area error. This does not indicate necessarily
that the landslides are in low slopes, but rather that the precision of the DEM does not enable to pick up
the small fluctuations of the topography. Precision of the DEM is thus a critical parameter of the method.
Great improvements of the method are thus foreseen with the release of the high resolution global DEM
from the Tandem-X mission [47]. Other parameters W,B are found to have less impacts on the results.

Table 2. Definition and values of the method parameters.

Name Description Min Value Max Value Section Optimum

A parameter related to the detection threshold 3 4.5 3.3 3.5
w size (in pixel) of the correlation window 16 128 3.4.2. 32
α minimum slope of landslides 10◦ 25◦ 3.4.2. 15◦

B maximum angle between road and slope 0◦ 90◦ 3.4.4. 20◦

We found the optimum errors by minimizing the sum of commission and omission errors. The
minimal errors are found to be Eo,n = 20%, Ec,n = 50%, Eo,a = 7%, Ec,a = 35% obtained for
α = 15◦, A = 3.5, w = 32, B = 20◦. This sensitivity analysis also shows that the area errors are less
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than the number errors. This indicates that the method is more suitable to detect large landslides than the
smaller ones. All landslides larger than 700 m2 (=28 pixels) are detected by the method.

Figure 7. Effect of the minimum slope angle α (top) and the threshold parameter A (bottom)
on the error of omission (black) and commission (red) for landslide number (left) and area
(right). Error bars are calculated by the standard deviation of the omission and commission
when parameters other than α or A vary in the range defined by the Table 2.
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5. Application: Landslides Triggered by the Pisco Earthquake

5.1. Inventory Validation

The methodology is now applied to all SPOT5 image pairs using the parameters obtained in the
Section 4.2. High number of false alarms remained after the automatic processing (Section 4.2). A visual
screening was thus necessary to remove them. False alarms are principally new roads often associated
with landslide (Figure 5), small clouds not detected by the cloud algorithm at large scale (Section 3.2),
small agricultural fields that are numerous on the slopes of Peru, and the presence of snow notably on
the image pairs #7 and #8. All these false alarms are easily recognized visually. Moreover, using a
pixel-based criterion to detect landslides often leads to pepper and salt inventories. Therefore, we gather
manually the patches of changes detected that belong to the same landslide. We also get an independent
validation of the algorithm over the whole dataset. Indeed, we also realize an expert-based inventory of
the largest landslides by screening all the images visually. We estimate our visual detection is complete
for landslides of size greater than 40 pixels. We see that all the landslides detected visually are also
detected by the automatic procedure.
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Over one scene (scene 1), 2 inventories are realized taking advantage of the multi-temporal acquisition
(2005, 2008, 2010) (Figure 8). The 2005–2008 inventory is composed of 219 landslides (for an area of
215,000 m2). The 2008–2010 inventory is composed of 10 landslides for an area of 5,000 m2. A
decrease by a factor 21 in numbers and 43 in area is therefore observed between the periods 2005–2008
and 2008–2010. The multi-temporal inventories show that not all of the landslides detected with 5 years
baselines (2005–2010) are co-seismic landslides, but that the effect of the Pisco earthquake is major
compared with other triggering factors in this area, and notably the rain effect. This can be explained by
the high aridity of the coastal environment of Peru, with less than 3 cm a year of precipitation on average
at the meteorological station of Ica (Figure 1). This multi-temporal inventory shows that large temporal
baselines (2.9–6 yr), as used in this study, are not a limitation for studying the co-seismic landslides
of Pisco.

Figure 8. Multi-temporal inventories of the pairs #1. The 2005–2008 inventory is in blue
and the 2008–2010 inventory is in yellow.
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5.2. Characteristics of the Landslide Inventory

The mass movements detected are of different types (Figure 9), mostly flows, rockfalls and
topples. The area detected for each mass movement contains not only the source area but also
sediment-transported area and debris-accumulated area (Figure 6).

Figure 9. Example of landslides detected by the methodology. Left and right subplots
correspond to pre- and post-event images respectively.
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The regional inventory realized using all the images is composed of 866 landslides of more than
100 m2 representing a total area of 1.29 km2 (Figure 10). These figures are rather low for a magnitude
Mw 8.0 earthquake, as Keefer [3] has predicted around 105 landslides being triggered for such event. We
reckon it can be explained by 4 main reasons: (1) the distance between the source and the relief is large
(80 km), that is, half the length of the ruptured fault; (2) the earthquake is coming from the subduction,
therefore not rupturing the surface and producing lower ground movements; (3) the coast of Peru is arid,
therefore the soil cover—the part the most prone to slide—is very thin; (4) the constant seismic activity
of the central coast of Peru [48] can regularly purge the slopes and therefore stabilize them.

Figure 10. Field (white circle) and remotely-sensed (red square) landslide inventories. The
1 m contour of slip distribution on the fault during the Pisco earthquake is shown with dashed
dot yellow line. The red contour is the coverage of the SPOT5 images. Iso-altitudes are lined
in black at 1,000 m and 4,000 m levels.
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We compute the normalized probability density function of this distribution (pdf) on the Figure 11.
A power-law can be fitted over 3 orders of magnitude and displays a slope exponent of 1.63. Since all
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landslides with area greater than 750 m2 were also identified visually (see Section 5.1), we can conclude
that this exponent is fairly robust. This power-law is similar in a mathematical sense to the second part
of the inverse gamma law observed for landslide area [31]. Therefore exponents can be compared. The
Pisco case displays exponent lower than previous landslide inventories [31,49] with exponents between
2.1 and 2.5 obtained for the United States, New Zealand, Italy, Guatemala and Taiwan. This means
that the Pisco inventory is dominated by larger landslides compared with other seismic or rain events in
various seismic and climatic contexts.

Figure 11. Probability density function (pdf) of landslide area.
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Very few landslide inventories exist in this region of the world. To our knowledge only two inventories
were realized, after the 1946 and 1970 Ancash earthquakes of magnitude Ml 7.3 and 7.7 respectively. No
statistics on the surface or volume of landslides exist for the 1970 earthquake [50]. On the contrary [51]
shows that the volumes of the 1946 earthquake-triggered landslides are following a power law. The
exponent is found to be 0.51 much lower than for other cases with exponent of 0.8 (e.g., Northridge
case). This lower exponent for the volume distribution in Ancash and for the surface distribution in the
Pisco case shows a common particularity of the Peruvian landslide inventories.

Both inventories are situated in regions with very thin soils due to both steep slopes and the very
little vegetation cover. We suggest that the very thin soil cover in this hyperarid region of Peru explains
both the few number of mass movements reported and the particular slope exponent of the distribution.
The Pisco earthquake occurred on a region where low volumes of available material were susceptible to
be mobilized. Indeed, steep slopes of intensely fractured basement rocks are present all along the dry
canyons incising the western Cordillera in Pisco region, but the soil, fine grain or superficial sedimentary
cover is very rare. Mean annual precipitations along the coastal plain or western cordillera are only of a
few millimeters per year and thus vegetation is absent or focused in the valleys. The strong topographic
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gradient, the regional desert climate and its geology explain why the slopes are only covered with sparse
and thin colluvial deposits.

On the contrary, all other published inventories focus on regions with important soil cover or low
consolidated materials. For instance, the Northridge inventory (USA) is dominated by landslides
occurring in very weakly cemented sedimentary rocks [52]. The highest erosion rates in Taiwan occur in
terrains of weak substrate [53]. We therefore suggest that the slope exponent of the landslide distribution
is dependent on the soil cover of each region and shows the prime role of the soil cover in the landslides
triggered by earthquakes. This explanation is also corroborated by the different slope exponents of
volume-area distributions for shallow soil-based landslides and rockslides [45].

5.3. Topographical Properties of the Landslides

We first notice that the majority of landslides is clustered in a 100 km band, from 1,000 to 4,000
m of altitude (Figure 10), where the steepest topography exists. This suggests a main control of the
regional slopes on the observed landslide distribution. We therefore compute the distribution of slope
gradient of inventoried landslides on Figure 12. This distribution is given for either the landslide number
(Figure 12(a)) or area (Figure 12(b)). To be correctly analyzed, this distribution is normalized by the
total distribution of regional slopes (Figure 12(c)), that is, we compute for each slope value by step of 5◦

the proportion of the total area affected by the landslide. This normalization allows us quantifying the
susceptibility of the different slope values to the landslide. In particular, this process shows an increase
of the susceptibility of the slopes to the landslide with slope gradient until 45◦–50◦, reaching 0.044%,
followed by a decay for slopes greater than 50◦. This decay cannot be considered totally real for two main
reasons. First, the coarse resolution of the DEM is not able to pick up large slope gradients (maximum
values of the DEM is 65◦ whereas steeper slopes exist). Second, the quasi-nadir observations of the
SPOT5 images (Table 1) do not allow detecting the landslides in steeper slopes (see also Section 4.1).

Figure 12. (a) Distribution of landslide numbers as a function of slopes; (b) Distribution of
landslide area as a function of slopes; (c) Proportion of slopes affected by landslide, i.e., the
percentage of area of each slopes covered by landslides.

We also compute the distribution of slope orientation, shown in Figure 13(a,b) for the landslide
number and area respectively. An unusual aspect of the landslides triggered by this subduction
earthquake is their orientation along the western cordillera relief, which is mostly perpendicular to
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the fault rupture (Figure 10). We should note that this particular orientation of the slopes affected
by landslide does not follow the general distribution of the regional slope orientation (Figure 13(a)).
Slopes oriented E/NE are more affected than the W/SW slopes, with 3 times more landslides in the N70
than in the N250 directions. We suggest that this distribution reflects the interaction of the wave field
with the topography (e.g., [4,54]). Indeed, in a first order, the landslides can be considered fairly far
from the earthquake source, therefore being situated approximately at an azimuth E/NE (N70) from the
source. In other words, the observed landslide orientation distribution reflects that flanks facing away
from the wave source are more affected than the others. This has previously been interpreted as a result
of the amplifications of the ground movement in these slopes [9]. Another explanation of this particular
orientation could be the co-seismic tilt, which can destabilize specific slopes. In subduction zones, the
tilt associated with earthquakes is first oriented away and then toward the subduction zone as we move
away for this zone [55]. This change of tilt orientation appears at a distance close to the coastline [55].
This is notably the case for the Pisco earthquake [37]. Therefore, on the area where landslides occur, the
tilt is oriented toward the trench. This mechanism can thus be excluded to explain the triggering of the
Pisco triggered landslides.

Figure 13. (a) Distribution (given in %) of landslide numbers as a function of slope
orientation (solid line). The slope distribution of the study area is shown as reference with a
dashed line. (b) Distribution of landslide area (given in %) as a function of slope orientation.
(c) average landslide area (m2) as a function of the slope orientation.
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Our inventory also shows that larger landslides are encountered in slopes facing N320 (mean size
of 7,000 m2) with secondary peaks in slopes N160 (mean size of 5,000 m2) and N80 (mean size of
4,800 m2) (Figure 13(c)). We suggest that this effect comes from the geomorphology of the area. Indeed,
the main (deepest) valleys near the seismic source, collecting and channeling the erosion down to the
nearby coastal region, are oriented SW-NE (Figure 10). The walls of these valleys are thus trending
NE-SW. Largest denivellation are therefore encountered on these particular slope orientations. We
propose that the largest mean size of the landslides in the NE-SW orientation is directly due to this
systematic pattern and topographic singularity, trending perpendicular to the topography and parallel to
the subduction megathrust.
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6. Discussion on the Method

The method used has been developed to work with simple datasets: panchromatic images coupled
with a freely and globally available DEM. Thus, this method can also be used to realize landslide
inventories in others parts of the globe subjected to earthquake activity, including for past events
where only panchromatic images are available. It has been successfully applied to derive the first
comprehensive landslide inventory triggered by the Pisco earthquake over a wide area (27,000 km2).
The detection errors compare favorably to other studies (e.g., [21,23]) using other types of datasets
(VHR, multi-spectral) in various areas. Commission errors are however larger with our method (50%)
than for other studies using multispectral data (20%–25%). However, another study using panchromatic
data [34] shows branching factors (ratio between the false alarms and the detected landslides) up to 3.6,
corresponding to commission error of 78%. Therefore the 50% of commission rate obtained here can
certainly be explained by various factors including the use of panchromatic versus multi-spectral data
and the coarse resolution of the DEM [23]. Results of higher quality could probably be obtained if a
higher resolution DEM was available.

A major lesson from this application is that pixel-based methods coupled with contextual analysis
are working fine on panchromatic images in arid environment. Compared with other methods using
panchromatic images (e.g., [34]), scores of detection obtained here are better (80% against 73% for the
number of landslides, 93% against 88% of the landslide extent), and false alarm rates are similar (50%).
It must be noted that the latter method has been applied to other climatic context and with DEM of better
resolution (10 m). It is thus difficult to compare directly the scores obtained. A comparative study of the
various methods with similar datasets would be very interesting for this purpose.

The region affected by the Pisco earthquake is arid with limited vegetation. We can therefore wonder
what is the applicability of the developed method to other climatic and vegetation contexts. It is first
important to note that the precise co-registration is a key step to obtain high score of detection. The co-
registration is here realized with a precision better than half a pixel, thanks to the selection of successive
images with similar incidence angles (less than 7◦ or B/H ratio below 0.15 (Table 1)). This prevents the
histogram of the difference image from stretching out and thus allows a better definition of the detection
thresholds (A). This enables both the higher detection rate of false alarms and the better definition of
the limits of the landslides. This good detection of the landslide limits is also enhanced by the climatic
context in the area studied. Indeed the arid environment keeps the areas around the landslides unchanged
in the time interval between the two image acquisitions. Therefore the landslide limits are very clearly
marked in the difference image. On areas covered by vegetation, the method would certainly be of
lower efficiency. For these areas, the method must be modified for use with multispectral data. Indeed,
multispectral data enable the computation of Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) images,
and changes of vegetation-cover can be detected between the two acquisitions (e.g., [22]). Therefore,
only the change detection step (Section 3.3) would differ. The process of false alarm removal would
be unchanged.

The method developed can be summarized in 5 steps: (1) orthorectification, co-registration;
(2) estimation of the method parameters on a subset of the images where a manual inventory has
been realized; (3) application to the whole images; (4) visual removal of the remaining false positives;
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(5) gathering of pixel groups belonging to the same landslide. Application of this method to other context
would thus require the estimation of various parameters described in Table 2. The sensitivity analysis
realized here (Section 4.2) shows that only 2 of them have large effects on the obtained scores (A and α).
Therefore, the step (2) can be realized by running the sensitivity analysis over a representative sample of
the total images, letting only A and α evolve. Due to its definition (Equation (5)), the range of evolution
of A does not depend on the histogram of the difference image. Values of A between 3 and 5 are good
first estimations. On the contrary, the range of evolution of α must be chosen depending on the DEM
used and the regional slope characteristics. Indeed, as pointed out in Section 4.2, a main limitation of the
method comes from the coarse resolution of the DEM, which precludes the precise computation of the
local slopes. Therefore taking a large α will remove some landslides but decrease the false alarm rate.
In this study we preferred using a smaller α to keep the score of detection the largest as possible. The
drawback of our choice impacts on the false alarm rate (50%).

The two latest steps of the method (removal of the remaining false positives and gathering of pixel
groups) have been realized manually. The false alarm removal is not a big task, as only 900 objects over
1800 must be removed, and these false alarms are easily recognized visually. This step can become
tedious when more objects are kept (for instance the Wenchuan earthquake triggered about 60,000
landslides [5]). However, checking visually the quality of the obtained inventory is a necessary step.
Concerning the merging of pixel groups, our experience on the Pisco earthquake teaches us that this step
cannot be automated. For instance Figures 6 and 9(d) show two examples of instabilities where merging
was necessary (groups of pixels of the same landslide are not connected). The three groups of pixels of
the Figure 9(d) could be merged automatically because they are all aligned and situated along the same
thalweg. However, the resolution of the DEM does not enable to detect precisely the small undulations
of the topography. On Figure 6, the merging is less obvious for several reasons: (1) a criterion of distance
must be defined to know which groups must be gathered; (2) we do not really know if all the groups of
pixels were triggered exactly at the same time, and therefore if they can be gathered or not. We thus see
that the step of merging is subjective and cannot be automated.

7. Conclusions

We developed a method for the detection of landslides in optical satellite images, with the purpose
to cover extensive areas in arid environment. This method is adapted to the following dataset: high
resolution (5 m) panchromatic SPOT5 images, coupled with coarse resolution (posting of 30 m) but
freely available DEM (GDEM). The method enables to extract both the number and the area of the
landslides. Score of detection reaches 80% of the landslides representing 93% of their area. The
detection score, evaluated over two sub-regions where a detailed inventory has been manually obtained,
is similar to that of previous studies using satellite images and DEM of better resolutions. The drawback
of the method is the resulting high level of false alarms (50%), mainly due to the low resolution of the
DEM that prevents picking the small undulations of the topography. However, these false alarms are
easily identified and removed visually.

The application of this method to eight pairs of images enables us to realize the first comprehensive
inventory of the landslides triggered by the Pisco earthquake. A total of 866 landslides larger than
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100 m2 were detected covering an area of 1.29 km2. This inventory does not encompass a band of about
10 km along the coast of Peru, where no images were available or clouds masked the coastal relief.
However, this number is far lower than predicted by generic laws [3]. The size/number relation is found
to follow a power law with slope exponent of 1.63, lower than previously found for other case studies.
The triggering by earthquakes in the coastal part of Peru seems therefore to be fairly particular, with
low level of triggering but relatively bigger landslides than in other seismic/climatic contexts worldwide.
We suggest that this low slope exponent of the power law is related to the type of the soil cover of the
study area. Another interesting characteristic of our inventory is the greater average size of landslides
oriented parallel to the earthquake rupture. We argue that this particularity highlights the main role of
the geomorphology in the propagation of landslides.

A first analysis of the obtained database in relation with the topography shows an increase of the
susceptibility of the slope to landslide with the slope gradient, and a site effect with flanks facing away
from the wave source more susceptible than other flanks directions. Future work will include analysis
of this database with the ground movements and with the geological settings, to decipher all these
particularities. Because of the simple dataset required to use the proposed methodology, the method
can be used for a large set of applications, mostly for covering wide areas, which is of particular interest
for co-seismic landslides studies.
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